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BATCH - 2022

Sreekar Siddula
18STUCHH010027
Sr. Systems Officer

M. Asha Latha
18STUCHH010104
System Analyst

Bajjur Sreechakra
18STUCHH010252
System Engineer
(Digital)-Grade-1

Divya Shreshta Gajula
18STUCHH010251
Associate, Centre of Excellence

M. Senthil
MTX
Trainee Consultant

S. Naveen
Belcan
Software Engineer
Congratulations

Ben Abijoe Suresh
18STUCHH010372
Project Engineer

Geethika Penumathsa
18STUCHH010396
Graduate Engineer

Deepika Gowri D
18STUCHH010417
System Engineer

wipro
HEXAWARE
Infosys
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BODIPEU TANNMAYEE
18STUCHH010142
Jr. Application Engineer (VLSI)

UTS
Unistring Tech Solutions